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seems that word of the
comfort of the new Law School
building has spread around and that
non-law people are beginning to use
the building as a place to rest, study,
nap, etc. The intent of the building is
that it be used for Law School
personnel, members of the state bar
and authorized guests, and the law
students and the faculty will not get
the benefit of the building unless we
enforce these regulations. So, we are
posting signs restricting the use of
the building and we will be se~king
to enforce this in every way ...
"There is no intent to prevent a
law student from bringing his or her
spouse or date into the building, or
for a law student to bring a friend in
to show the building. What we are
after is to prevent outsiders,
University students and
non-University students, from
turning the Law School building into
a public area.
"To bring this off, we are going to
have to ask people to identify
themselves and so if someone asks
you who you are, please don't get
mad because you are not recognized
as a student. Just identify yourself
and join in our efforts to make this
the best law school building in the
United States."
"It

editorial
~Keep

Then1Bums
And
Student Scum
Outa Here!'

letters:

Lobo
Letter
Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.

who has an urgent call of nature
outside the education complex. They
wouldn't be allowed in to use the
restrooms because they are for
education personnel only.
And pity the poor legislator who
comes to UNM to tour the buildings
he helped allocate funds for. He'd be
thrown out of every building on
campus because of such priorital
attitudes. The Union would hot even
be safe, for if every other building
closed its doors (except to those
with specially issued pass keys), it
would be overrun with the winos,
drug addicts and general riff-raff
(University students or
non- University students) who
frequent the campus.
In other words, the whole thing is
so much bull. Taxpayers and
students are, and should be, allowed
into every nook and cranny of the
ca.111pus, including the Law School.
But we suggest that Law School
Dean Thomas Christopher change his
building policy to fit the generality
of an open campus before he is
trampled by herds of
anthropologists, architects, chemists,
bums, winos, riff-raff, students and
other sight-seers ... who just happen
to be taxpayers .. .
Sarah Laidlaw
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~~,q~preme Court Upholds Right to Protect Fish, Wildlife
. ·7{ 7
1'/,.¢. tl

By CHARLOTTE MOULTON
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
~upreme ~ourt refused Monda~. to
:u:t~rfere With a lo:ver court decrswn
grvmg A.rmy Engineers broad. new
authorr.ty to block pnva~e
constructiOn solely to protect fish
and wildlife in coastal waters
· by a
The court denied an appeal
group of Florida developers who
sought to build an island on
submerged land they own in Tampa
Bay
.·
.
T~e burlders argued that the
Engineer Corps could deny
permission for the project only if it
rn_vol.ved navigation. A. Feder~
Distnct Court agreed With therr

argument but the 5th U.S. Circuit
Co':~ of Appeals overruled that
declSlon.
.
.
'!he Supreme Court m a bnef
a~tr<;>n let stand the Appeals Court
fmdmg.
In other major actions following a
four-week recess the court·
-Agreed to ' hear next· term a
government appeal of reversal by an
appeals court of a jury finding that
the Swedish film "Language of
L ove " was o b scene an d was proper1y
confiscated by customs authorities.
The case may give the justices an
opportunity to revise the present
legal. yardstick for de~ert?ining if a
movre, book or magazme IS obscene.

-Agreed to decide next fall or
winter whether unions have
mandatory bargaining rights over
changes in benefits affecting retired
employes.
_
.
. Turned down an appeal by erght
Grmnel (Iowa) College students who
· d th e~
· ac t 0 f st nppmg
· ·
c1arme
at a
school public lecture ~as a protest
prote~te~h un~e~t the nghts .0 { free
~pdeec ·t e erg were convrc etl of
m ecen exposure.
Although the ecology ruling
specifically involved only a Florida
project, the Supreme Court refusal
to hear t~e ~ase was expected t? give
conservatwmsts a new weapon m the
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fight to protect the environment.
The Circuit Court, describing the
case as one of "spectacular public
importance," reversed a decision by
a Federal District Court at Tampa
that the engineers had no authority
to deny the permit since the
d . l d.
ld
t . t f
propose
IS an
wou no m er ere
with
navigation.
But it said this was "before man's
explosive increase made all, including
Congress aware of civilization's
po t en t'·ra1 d' es t ruet'ron f rom breath'mg
its own polluted air and drinking its
own infected water and the
immeasurable loss from a Silent _
Spring_ like disturbance of nature's
economv."
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ISRAD's Judicial Study
Already Having Difficulty

'We Don't Normally Discriminate-But We Have A Strict Rule Against Greek Maryland Ex-Governors!'

GOU'tLUD
LIS

Ah Hem, Dean Christopher
To the Editor:
, Congratulations to you, Law
School Dean Thomas Christopher,
for issuing your far-sighted edict on
the use of the new Law School
building. It is certainly refreshing to
know that there is one UNM
administrator who is firmly
committed to enriching the
university experience.
Critics of your policy statement
may claim that denying entrance to
the new Law School building to such
outsiders as "University students" is
destructive to a sense of community
at UNM. They might even say that
this is a perversion of the purpose of
a public building. Of course, they
don't realize that a certain Decorum
must be maintained.
No one could question your stated
desire to make the new facility the
"best law school building" in the
United States (hopefully the world).
After all, the name of the game is
Rights of Property, isn't it?
Once again, congratulations, Dean
Christopher, for your contribution
to the betterment of American
society.
GSA President Bert Hansen,
Vice President Jim O'Neill

Sound like a pamphlet for a CIA
training school? Or, except for the
last two words, a Communist
country? It's neither.
.
The quotes are taken from "Las
Noticias," a newsletter put out by
the dean's office at our very own,
newly-built and plushly decorated
Law School building.
No one likes bums in the hallways.
But when they are tax paying bums
who helped pay the costs of the Law
School's fine new house, they should
be allowed in the front door or
anywhere else they care to go. And
students should be allowed to go
anywhere they care to on campus,
for our buildings are, after all, public
buildings.
Many students are taxpayers as
well, and we have thus helped pay
for the Law School building twice:
once through taxes and again
through tuition. It is galling, to say
. the least, that we are ryot even
allowed in the classrooms our money
built.
Through the precedent set by the
dean's office of the Law School, the
policy of keeping unwanteds outside
could be carried to unthinkable
degrees. The anthro students could
barricade their doors against political
science majors. Heaven help anyone

... ...

Stoney End

By PETER KATEL
District Attorney) and ex-police
The new ISRAD · sponsored chief (Paul) Shaver."
program to investigate and
Harry Stumpf, political science
improve the functioning of the professor and former project
criminal justice system of director of an OEO Legal Service
Alb uq uerq ue and Bernalillo study, termed ISRAD's failure to
County is encountering consult the academic departments
difficulties even before it has "intellectually dishonest."
officially started.
He also said ISRAD lacks "a
The program is to be financed proper working relationship with
with a $297,600 grant from the the academic departments" at
Law Enforcement Assistance UNM.
Administration (LEAA), a branch
Blumenfeld said the close
of the Justice Department. The relationship planned between
University's Office of Public researchers and criminal justice
Information announced Feb. 15 agencies is an attempt "to get the
LEAA had made the grant.
system to change and to improve.
However, J.A. Wiegmann, One of the ways to get them to is
assistant comptroller in charge of to get th!'m involved,"
Another criticism of the project
contract and research accounting,
said yesterday the contract had is the predetermination of
not been received by his office. research method. According to
Cu tlin<" by CaS<'Y Church
"It needs to be reviewed before the proposal systems analysis will
be used. Blumenfeld described
The anatomical possibility of the many cubic inches of human
we can sign it."
body fitting in between the few cubic inches between the two
Arthur Blumenfeld, associate systems analysis as "a broad
boulders is doubtful ... maybe it is a hollow rock?
director of ISRAD, said he had approach" which "looks at all
been told by LEAA officials that aspects of the problem
the grant would be made. "We are simultaneously."
David Stratman, of the
expecting the contract daily." he
sociology
department, sole
said.
criminologist
on campus, said
The entire sociology
department and several members such research "must leave open all
of other departments have scientific avenues without an a
growth," he said. "It's proven
The group recently ran a full
expressed strong opposition to the priori commitment to any one
whPre 70 percent of the haze in page ad in a local paper asking ISRAD project. The sociology approach."
Stratman characterized systems
our air comes from unpaved New Mexicans to come to Santa department faculty. members
roads," he added.
Fe and talk to their representative summarized their views in a memo analysis work done previously in
(Please turn to page 2)
Another problem encountered or wire him asking support for to Nathaniel Wollman, dean of the
is the state's watt'r resource House Bill 16, sponsored by Rep. College of Arts and Sciences.
ability."
James Koch (D·Bern.)
It's primary criticism is that
According to one study
The ad called on the 30th neither sociology faculty members
completed New Mexico presently legislature to "Act decisively to nor the Law School was called
has a water supply sufficient to protect the interests of the upon to help in the planning of
provide from 3/4 million to l'h existing population of New the criminal justice research
million people.
Mexico."
program.
Two microphones valued
And it objects to ISRAD's
at $150 were stolen from
handling of the project in relation
the Union ballroom last
Wednesday.
to students. "The pilot study
Senate Finance Committee Sen. David Loy, Finance could offer many students in
The 631 model
tonight will face funding requests Committee chairman.
Electro-Voice microphones
sociology, anthropology,
from campus organizations
were taken from
The Research Allocations psychology, economics and law a
totalling more than $3000 over Committee, a joint ASUNM·GSA splendid opportunity to become
microphone stands shortly
the amount of money Senate has project which allocates funds to actively involved with a large scale
after the area was vacated
left to allocate.
by the Spurs who had an
students doing original research, experimental project. ISRAD has
afternoon
program there.
has
requested
$1500.
done
nothing
so
far
to
promote
Bills asking for a total of
Union
Director Ron
People's
Park
has
requested
this
most
legitimate
interest
of
the
$25 207.38 have been introduced
Baum said the Union night
in 'senate to fund various $2070.83 to complete the park. student at UNM."
manager, George Delaney
The faculty members also
organizations and projects. Senate Most of the material and labor
walked
through the
used
question
by
the
park
committee
was
"the
exclusion
of
the
has $22,000 left to allocate for
ballroom
around 5 p.m.
donated.
appropriate
department."
They
Hte rest of the semester.
Delaney
reported
that the
Native
American
Studies
assert
exclusion
raises
questions
Six individual UNM women's
area
was
"in
fine
shape"
at
requested
$2778,
the
first
money
about
the
program's
purpose,
sports teams are asking a total of
that
time.
the
organization
has
requested
whether
it
is
aimed
at
$6777 to attend intercollegiate
When an operator arrived
improvement of law
national meets. Women's sports fromASUNM.
ten
minutes later to
0
ther
req
U!'sted
allocations
enforcement,
justice
and
presently receive no money fl'om
dismantle
the equipment, he
include
$250
to
the
ASUNM
rehabilitation
programs,
or
the UNM athletic department.
noticed the microphones
Advertising Department; $7 24.48 whether it is meant simply to
The ASUNM Statistics and to establish a Women's buttress governmental decisions in
were missing and
Research Committee has Coordinating Center to provide
immediately contacted
the realm of law enfotcement."
ro?quested $3100. Last semester UNM women with a place to
Delaney.
An
advet·tisement,
published
in
the committee released reports on meet; $240 to fund an the Albuquerque Journal Feb. 5
Baum said the
student housing and the expedmenl.al 252 Spanish section; seeking directors for the progtam,
microphones wete etched
University Booksto1·e, and is $122 to Agora; $590 to Gay
with a "property of New
also drew criticism in the memo.
requesting funds to do additional Libetation; $960 for a ditto and
Mexico Union"
The requirements, stated in the
research.
identification so that "it
stencil machine for use by all ad, that a candidate for the post
Two st'parate bills ask $11 00 students; $200 to buy pencil "have the ability to interact ~ would be almost impossible
apiece t.o establish an Office of sharpeners for classl'Ooms all over effectively with public official'' l:!J to sell the microphones."
Anybody who might have
Consumer Affairs and an ASUNM campus; $1200 for Veteran's was called "offensive." "We don't §
information on the missing
Travel Office. However, last week Against the War; and $3033 to know how many of the faculty
Senate Steering Committee Kiva Club to sponsor Indian members possess the required ~ microphones are asked to
contact Baum at the New
recommended combining the two dances and speaket•s next yeal'.
qualifications. But some people
Mexico Union.
offices, and if this is done, the
Finance will meet at 5:30p.m. that obviously qualify are
budget request would be cut, said in Union room 250·B.
Alexander Scetcsse (Albuquerque

Concerned Groups Support Bill
Will Allow State to Set Up Environmental Regulations

If The
Shoe Fits
By BARBARA MORGAN
Movies, a great American tradition
have, alas, fallen by the wayside of
crass commercialism. Once they were
a haven for young couples in need of
a place to neck, of wino's looking for
warmth during long winter nights
and of the "fans," lovers of
moviedom 's marvelous giants who
loved, hated, killed and generally had
a good time up on the screen. Once
all these things, movies have become
merely TV in a dark crowded
room-commercials and all.
. This grave disappointment and
realization of the horrendous
influence advertising has had on the
American way of life, comes from
viewing commercials before theatre
performances of first run popular
movies in the theatres. What has
happened to us all? We are assaulted
by roadside signs leaning out, each
farther than the other, screaming
mutely for us to buy hotdogs, gas,
flowers, beer, dry cleaning and
almost every kind of service or plain
vice a man can peddle to make a
living.

Commercials are everywhere, TV,
radio, suspended in the air from
planes or literally written on the
wind. The products we buy brashly
brag about themselves on their labels
by proclaiming marvelous internal
qualities to be purchased and
explored by the witless consumer.
The cars we buy proclaim their
name in artistic chrome lettering.
The calendars we use laud the merits
of insurance companies and drug
stores. Even the poor merchant hard
up for advertising money can get his
own store's name hung out front (for
free) if Coca Cola gets to put its
omnipresent monaker up also.
"
Through it all, movies stood
pristine in their purity. A product
that could be bought, and aft!'r being
bought didn't say a word about your
local friendly merchants. Imagine
that paying for a product and
enjoying it without hearing one
commercial advertisement.
But gone are the days of the little
man squirming around on the
drive-in screen tracked joyfully by
moviegoers' spotlights. Gone forever
are the public service announcements
of how to achieve community health
and welfare by using litter bags and
going to church. Gone are pure
movie previews unadulterated by
advertising.
Instead, before we get to see the
cartoon, before the beloved
previews, we are all subjected to
pawn shop ads, drycleaning ads and
even used car ads at both our

neighborhood walk-in and drive-in
theatres.
Where will it all end? Are we all to
be subjected to advertising in every
facet of our lives? Shall we never be
able to use our eyes, ears or
reasoning senses and be free of
commercials?
The time to stop it is now. Throw
popcorn bags on stage during theatre
commercials. Boo loudly at the
ushers. Put your feet on the row of
seats in front of you. Write your
protests on the restroom walls. Stick
gum to the seats. Do all of this in the
name of righteousness until this
travesty is erased from our land.
Theatre commercials must stop or
the integrity of man will again be
trampled in the dust in favor of the
disgusting urge to earn another buck.
Strike them now. Get commercials
out of our theatres.
This message brought to you by:
PERCIFAL'S POODLE
PAMPERING PARLOUR

New Mexicans al'l' asked to
Santa Fe to lobby for House Bill
16 Thursday, Feb. 25. This bill
will allow the state to set
regulations concerning water
supply, sewage and other
environmental considerations.
The day long peoples lobby for
the future of New Mexico is
sponsored by New Mexico citizens
for Clean Air and WalPr, Central
Clearing House, Sierra Club and
Friends of the Earth,. All are
conservation groups urging
the lobby efforts on grounds that
the land boom in the state is
causing damage to natural
resources by bringing in too many
people to be supported without
harming our environment.
"We have two major aims in
support of this bill," said Dave
Hillstrom, of The Friends of the
Earth a local environmental
agency: "First, the bill is aimed at
the land developers who install
inadequate water supply systems.
Second we are after the
developers who install septic tanks
instead or adequate sewage
systems," he said.
"Right now there are 28~ land
developers in the state carvmg up
about a million acn~s of New
Mexico," he said.
.
"This has meant approximately
8000 miles of unpaved roads in
the state " he said. One mile alone
of unpav~d road will kick up 145
tons of dust a year," he added.
'' Addi11g to problems many
land development companies have
created are wrecked landscape and
the space proble~ms enco_untt'red(
said Lane Ktrkpatnc!'• A1r
Management Engineer With the
Albuquetque Department of
Environmental Health.
"People in New Mt>xico should
re-evaluate> theit c011cept of
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Two Microphones
Stolen From Union

Senate Will Debate Financing .

!

World
News
By United Press International

Nixon Asks for More Aid

Mural Restoration

The mural by Kenneth Adams on display on the wall of
Zimmerman Library's reserve book room that was damaged last
November by vandaiG is in the final stages of restoration.
The panel, showing an anglo holding the hands of a Chicano and
an Indian, was splattered with black enamel by unknown persons.
The restorers of the painting has almost completed the job of
removing the defacing enamel and must yet retouch the painting to
restore it to its former appearance.

Students Ignore Beneficial Programs

Death Toll Mounts in Dixie

Few Use Curriculum Flexibility
By PAT McARDLE
UNM curriculum requirements
are presently more flexible than
many students realize. At a
meeting held last week, faculty,
students and administrative
personnel discussed present
provisions and future
recommendations for introducing
greater flexibility into curriculum
requirements in response to
recommendations from the
Carnegie Commission.
J.C. McGregor, director of
admissions, described existing
provisions listed in the catalog
which allow students to obtain

credit for classes without actually
attending. The College Entrance
Examination Board Advanced
Placement Program permits
students in many departments to
take a standardized exam and
recieve credit for certain courses.
A similar procedure is an
examination to establish or
validate credit, which is
administered by the individual
departments. He said that at the
present time very few students are
taking advantage of these
programs.
Credit Proposals
Favorable arguments for a more

WASHINGTON-President Nixon urged Congress again Monday to
provide financial aid for about one million more needy college students
next fall under a $1.9 billion program that would nearly double federal
spending on higher education.
The President renewed his appeal in a special message to the House
and Senate, which refused to act on similar legislation he proposed last
year: Opponents claimed it would discriminate against students from
middle-income families at a time when costs were rising at almost every
school.
In an apparent response to those objections Nixon said he still felt
that "No qualified student who wants to go to 'college should be barred
for lack of money." f!is propo;SRl, he insisted, merely "would assure
that federal funds go first, and m the largest amounts to the neediest
students in order to place them on an equal footing with students from
higher-income families."
Failure to approve the program "would not only deny these benefits
to many students, but also would limit their opportunity to make
major choices about their lives," the President said.
U:nder the pr~posed plan, an undergraduate college student from a
family ~f four With a taxable annual income of $3500 could get $1000
a year m federal grants or work-study subsidies and $400 more in
federal loans. Students in this category also would be eligible for up to
$1500 in additional government aid,
In contrast, a student from a family with a taxable income of
$12,500 a year could get a maximum of $820 in federal aid annually.
INVERNESS, Miss.-The death toll mounted Monday in the wake of
a barrage of tornadoes-the deadliest in the Deep South in three
decade~hat smashed the delta country of Louisiana and Mississippi.
7 9 bodies were recovered, 7 4 of them in Mississippi and 5 in Louisiana.
Rescue workers dragged a bayou near Delhi, La., for five more persons
who apparently were blown into it by the Sunday afternoon storm, and
numerous persons were missing in Mississippi.
H~ndreds of persons we~;e, injured, most of them by flying glass and
debns. So many commumties and farms were hit by the 40 to 50
tornadoes that the Red Cross said it would take much more time than
usual to estimate the number of dwellings destroyed. But it was
apparent that thousands were left without a home.

general use of credit by
examination included: lighter
class loads, allowing students to
proceed at their own rates and a
possible upgrading of high school
programs. Others expressed
apprehension at the possibility of
funding difficulties if a large
number of students were receiving
credit without actually enrolling,
McGregor also pointed out the
possibilities of early admission for
WASHINGTON-Rep. Paul Rogers (D-Fla.) proposed Monday that
high school students who meet all drugs, including aspirin, be registered with the Food and Drug
certain qualifications, and Administration (FDA) before being placed on the market.
admission by examination for
Complaining that manufacturers recently "sneaked" a cold remedy
non-high school graduates, 19 and eye solution into stores, Rogers said that up to 1000 drugs now on
years and older who make the sale should be examined by the FDA.
required score on a General
"We assume that all drugs we buy are checked for safety and efficacy
Educational Development test or by the federal government through the Food and Drug
on the American College Test. Administration," Rogers said. "This is not true.
"In fact, under law, we presently have no requirements for
Several members of the group
criticized the use of the ACT test manufacturers to even notify FDA before marketing a new drug."
as a measure of creativity when

Rogers Wants Drug Registration

considering a or
student
for early
enrollment
admission
by
examination.
Chester Travelstead
vice-president for
affairs, who called the meeting
pointed out that the BUS degre~
was a good example of UNM's
recognition of a student's
individuality.

academi~

U to Sponsor Conference
0 n Eva l uat;on Teach;ng
(I

St d
d f
u ents an acuity with id?as
abou~ ~etter teache!. evalu~tton
are mvited to partiCipate In a
UNM sponsored conference on
Specific recommendations from the evaluation of teaching Friday,
the Carnegie Commission Report Feb .. 26 from. 10 a.m. to 3:15
were also discussed. These p.m. m the Umon Ballroom.
included: programs whic!I would
The ~rogram sponso.red. by the
alternate years of study and A~en~an AssociatiOn of
employment, shortening of the Umv:r~Ity Profess~rs and the
time needed to get a B.A. and a As;;ocJabon of American Colleges
atte~ded by
M.A. by one or two years, and will
allowing students to work for represe~tahy~s f;om eight colleges
degrees doing other than and umversities m the Southwest.
Keni?eth. Eble, a prof~ssor at
classroom work. The Commission
also recommended that employers the Umversity of Utah, will speak
be encouraged to hire and at 10 a.m. on "Ev~ 1uation-Why,?
promote on the basis of talent By Whom? Hov:? After Eble s
alone as well as on the basis of sl?eech. there will be an open
.:d::.ce~gr~e~es~a~n~d~p~r~io~r~c~er~t~if~i~c~at~i:o:n:.::::::d:Is:c:u:s:si:o:n:.:;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;-
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WHOSE FAULT IS
PREGNANCY?
LOVE IN FULL SWING
Today's "Swinging Sets" in 14 karat textured
gold. A. $595. B. $500. C. $425. D. $300.
E. $250. Others from $150. Man's ring,
not shown, goes with all sets. $35.
Ask about our divided payment plan.

Mindlin

Jewelers Since 191 9
314 Central SW Albuquerque

Downtown open 9:30-5:30 Daily
Divided payments available
Page 4
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It ta.kes two to tango', Men must share the responsibility for preventrng unwanted pregnancy, After all, it's Y.!!.!IJ' future (and the
future of someone close to you) that's at stake. We've made it
easy for you, to do your part. Now you can get condoms-nationally
kno~n ang rmport~d European brands-;by mall from a new nonprofit famrly plannmg agen,cy. No ouestrons asked. So get with it.
Write today for full detarls without obligation or
Sbend $4 for package of mixed samples (3 each ot five condom
rands, Including ooth British imports).
2'h<- pro11ram u omdorllld bll the Communltll and Jl'amllll studu
Center Of the Unh,.writll of ChleaQo.

. r~i~~·~!i;~~:~:E~i~~~~~~~:. .:. ~~:;:·~·:·~;;;·. .::. ~:·~;~;~. . . . . . . . . . l
Gentlemen: Please send

Name.

. ··----·

me

~

!ult details withOut obligation:

-~ ·-----~---,.

AddresS....__~--··--·--·-"~-...............

__ --·-

~·--____ ~

~.-.,............,.-.~---·--

~~~-

CitY-·-----~--~·-- State-~---- ZIP--~-·-

j
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At 1:30 p.m. there will be a
panel discussion on course
evaluation at UNM moderated by
Clinton Adams de~n of the UNM
College of Fin~ Arts. Members of
the panel will be Ernie Kilker,
ASUNM Teacher Evaluation
Coordinator, Richard Murphy,
chairman of the geography
department, Bert Hansen, GSA
President, and Richard Metzler,
associate professor of
mathematics.
Marilyn Van Graber, assistant
professor of speech, will moderate
a discussion titled "Wh re D w
Go From Here?" at 2:4~ p.m~ e
The conference was set up by a
faculty - administrator - student
committee a ppo inted by Chester
Travelstead, vice-president for
academic affairs.
The institutions sending
reprcs~ntatives are the College of
Artesia, Eastern New Mexico
University, the University of
Albuquerque, Adams State, Texas
Tech and the University of Texas
at El Paso.

Law School Hosts
Bar Assn. Seminar

An all"day seminar for New
Mexico attorneys will be held
Feb. 27 in New Bratton Hall, the
new School of Law Building
1117 Stanford NE.
'
The seminar, "ThQ Economics
of Damages and How to Prove
Them," will be conducted by a
panel consisting of Richard L.
Gerding, Farmington attorney·
William E. Snead, Albuquerqu~
attorney; David B. Hamilton Jr.,
UNM professor of economics and
Ms. Melissa Patterson, . research
associate in the economics
department.
.
Sponsoring the seminar is the
Sc;hool of Law, in coopetation
wtth the New Mexico State Bar
and the Albuquerque Bar Assn.
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Experimental Program Explores American Lifestyles

D&B Survey Examines
English Becomes Contemporary
Pollution Cor1trol Usage
How I?any companies are doing
their own
A national
survey IS bemg undertaken by
Dun & Bradstreet, (D & B) Inc.,
of ~ew York, to answer the
questiOn.
ID: the P~~'. D & B's Mru:keting
Services DlVISIOn has conducted
surveys to find out where
different kinds. of products are
planned or are m use. But in the
case . of d ire~tly controlling
p~llut10n f!om ID:dus~ry, D & B
will ,b: I.nterview~ng sample
comp~mes 111 many fields to find
out If and where definite
commitments to ecology exist.
The compai?y.'s director of
re~ear~~ s~les, !VIlham B. Schiefer
said, This will be one of the
largest su~veys ever undertaken in
the pollutiOn cont:ol business."
d The survey IS expected to
emo~strate to makers of
po II u tu;m control devices that
there IS more n.eed ~f their
products, thus stimulatmg the
market. .
.
. Questions yviil deal directly
With the profit motive-defining
growth trends, the most promising
product area~, people influential
In pur~hasmg, the signi~icant
suppl1ers, why a given
manufacturer prefers one supplier
to another and where products
should be advertised. These were
~omet~mg to curb
mdustn~l pol}ution?

some of the needs expressed to D
& B by companies involved in
marketing pollution control
products and by organiztions
serving the pollution control
industry,
Each interview will ask about
not only current purchases of
pollution control products and
new waste treatment but al•o
1971-75 control forecasts. D & ~B
will utilize a network of fulltime
field personnel throughout the
country interviewing in around
2000 plants. Results of the
interviews will be compiled soon
after the scheduled conclusion of
the survey in May.
The resulting reports will
summarize data about purchases
of specific products such as
floating aerators, scrubbers, color
removal systems and the like. And
because consumption data will be
grouped by type an overall
picture of the market for each
ki~d of pollution control product
Will emerge with tables also
showing data by industry and
major census regions.
Besides a general overview of
the pollution control industry D
& B, of course, has a special. ti~-in
provision for a pollution controls
manufacturer wanting specific
confidential information about ~
phase in which he has a
proprietary need-to-know.

U's Engineers Slate Open House
Engineering projects from five
disciplines will attract an expected
3000 visitors when the College of
Engineering holds its annual open
house Feb. 26 at the Engineering
Complex on campus.
The four engineering
departments with
undergraduates-civil, chemical,
mechanical and electrical-will
offer a variety of student projects
in competition for college honors.
The fifth department, nuclear
engineering, has only graduate
students and will not compete for
trophies. However, the nuclear
engineering building will be open
for visitors to tour.
This year's activities,
coordinated with the national
celebration of Engineer's Day,
include a forum on engineers and
environment at the lecture hall
Feb. 25 at 7 p.m. The forum is
sponsored by the Albuquerque
chapter of the New Mexico
Society of Professional Enginl'ers
(NMSPE) and includes a delivery
by UNM chemical engineering

Tele-Care Gives Free
Assistance to Many
Old age, illness and loneliness
are made a little easier a few
minutes each day by Tele·Care
Service, a free service offered by
Saint Joseph's Hospital Auxiliary
in which anyone who desires can
register with the auxiliary and be
checked on daily by phone.
Each registrant of the service is
contacted every 24 hours, to
make sure they are in good health.
If they can't be reached at their
number or an alternate one, such
as a neighbor's, a policeman is
sent to investigate.
A few times the volunteers have
not been able to reach the
registrants by phone, and have
kept them from sustaining serious
injuries by getting prompt help
for them in case of an accident.
Occasionally the registrants
forget to call the hospital if they
won't be at home, and police are
summoned and neighbors and
relat.ivcs are frantically called until
the registrant is found. Mal'ilyn
Catt, of Saint Joseph's Auxiliary
says she "doesn't mind," and
adds, "They're a run bunch of
people."
The service has been operating
for over a year and one half, and
should be expanded. At present,
Tele·Care only calls about 45
people daily. Anyone who is
elderiy, or sick or just wants to be
called each day should call
243·8811 and register with the
service,
'l'he world's greatest coffee
ddnkcrs are the people of
Sweden, who consume 28.4
pounds of coffee per person per
year.
1'ncsday, February 23, 1971

student Bob Duffy, The seminar
will deal with how engineers can
help the nation with pollution and
environmental dilemmas.
The free open house includes
displays in the buildings of each
of the disciplines. Visitors will
tour the buildings and hear
presentations by students and
faculty. A few faculty projects are
included, as is a display of a Moog
Synthesizer by John Robb dean
emeritus of fine arts, and' some
indus trial displays from local
indus try. Also scheduled are
exhibitions by freshmen.
Judges for student projects are
provided by the Albuquerque
Chapter of NMSPE. Last year
Mechanical Engineering won the
overall sweepstakes award.
Open House begins at 10 a.m.
and continues until 10 p.m.

"How to Get Out of-Or Get
the Most Out of It," is the title of
the ~roch ure explaining the
expenmental freshman English
program.
"We're trying to meet the needs
of the students-freshman English
at UNM is changing," said Paul
Davis, director of the freshman
English program, "We're trying to
represent diversity and because
the University is so large I think
we're able to offer more ~ariety."
A number of contemporary
subject courses are presently
offered in the new program.
Included in the English 101
experimental program is a section
on American lifestyles with
emphasis placed on the infJuence
of the American Indian black
Oriental and roc!' culture~. Som~
of the readings are S~:ott
Momaday's "House Made of
Dawn," Ken Kesey's "One Flew
over the Cuckoo's Nest" and Jack
Kerouac's "On the Road."
Last semester, the first time
these courses were offered, about
20 percent of UNM's freshmen
enrolled in the program.
Davis attributed the slight
interest to "not much publicity"
and to the word "experimental"
which sometimes frightens
students. "Most sutdents did
everything to avoid the choice
between the standard and the
experimental program last
semester-they might have
thought the new courses have
more reading."
This semester about 33 percent
of the freshmen are enrolled in
the program, which includes a
section on "Literature of the
Chicano Experience," "Literature
of the Modern South" "The
Absurd Angle in Literatu're." The
most• popular section I "New
·M exico and The West " is
d escn'b ed as " a historical ' and
literary survey of literature of
New Mexico and the West." Also
popular is "Filmmaking: The
Visualization of Literature," a
course "blending writing with
creative filmmaking used as a tool
for the investigation and
interpretation of literature."
One of the most innovative
Gentoo penguins have been
timed at 22 and a half m.p.h.
under water, which is respectable
flying speed for some birds.

as
we nes a

sections offers a different teacher
One student enrolled in this
every two weeks. "This means section liked the idea of eight
that the students get eight different teachers, as it prevented
different points of view and eight the possibility of biased grading
different approaches to " The professor doesn't get a.
literature," David explained. "The chance to know the student, so he
student learns how to meet must grade objectively."
different expectations and there is
But Davis said this course may
a variety of feedback. Also, it produce a great deal of anxiety in
allows the TA to prepare a some students. "There's no
two-week unit, which saves him chance to psyche out the
work."
teacher."
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ESP; or Extra-Sensory Pollution
Physicists tell us there are three basic forces at work in the universe: matter, energy and chopped liver.
But I, fo: ?ne, am I?o longer satisfied with this narrow definition.
How do physicists classify ESP? Certainly it falls in to none of these
:ategories, but just as certainly it exists. And not as a mere theory; ESP
IS a prot•en, demonstrated fact.
For example, how many times have you walked into a place you
never saw before and yet recognized everything? How many times have
yo.u know~ the exact wor?s someone was going to say before he ever
sa~d them. J;Iow many t1mes have you been absolutely certain somethmg was gomg to happen hundreds or even thousands of miles away
and, sure enough, it did?
Let me tell you about a case I am fortunately able to document.
Some ;ve~rs ago I went fishing with my dear friend Donald L. Fromkiss
at a virgm lake deep in the Canadian wilds. It was hellishly difficult to
get there, but we did not mind, for the moment we dropped our lines
we each caught a splendid crappie. Mine weighed just over 300 pounds.
Donald's was somewhat smaller, but by far the friendlier.
Imagine my surprise then when, before we could throw our lines
back for another try, Donald suddenly leaped up and cried he'd had a
premonition that he must go home immediately. He could not tell me
why. He only knew that some one or some thing was calling him back
and he had to go at once. Apologizing profusely, he left me alone on
the lake and portaged to the nearest town (Moose Jaw well over a
thousand miles, and poison sumac every inch), and there 'he chartered
a Ford Tri-Motor and flew home.
Well sir, at first he felt like an utter dolt. Everything was perfectly
normal at home. His wife Edith was quietly reading The Sensuous
Woman. His son Hers~hel was taking his daily glassblowing lesson.
His dog Trey was eating his leash.
And yet the premonition would not leave Donald. Carefully he
went through the house, inch by inch, room by room. Sure eno~gh,
when he got to the back hall he suddenly heard a faint whimpering
noise outside .. He ll.ang open the door. And there, by George, he saw
where the whimpermg was coming from: someone had left a basket on
the back stoop!
Well sir, who ran blame Donald for crying a cry of joy and triumph? \Vhat a find! A whimpering basket! That's something you don't
see every day, let me tell you!
And so today, as you know of course, Donald L. Fromkiss and
His Whimpering Basket is one of the highest paid acts in show business. Next Sunday, in fact, he completes his 84th consecutive year on
Ed Sullivan.
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Canterbury Chapel
425 University N.E.

As for me, I too was a beneficiary of Donald's ESP, for when he
left me alone on the lake I figured I would get to drink all-not just
half-of the goodly supply of Miller High Life Beer we had brought
along, and as you know of course, Miller High Life is never so welcome
as it is on a tranquil sylvan lake while a flock of Canada geese darkens
the sky above. Of course, Miller isn't bad in a noisy bar either while a
flock of American coeds darkens the jukebox. For that matter it's even
great in the dorm while your cruddy roommate darkens the tub.
But as it happened, I never did get to drink all our Miller High
Life because I fargot how well sound travels across a sylvan lake. No
sooner did I pop my first can of Miller when-lo and behold!-ten
Mounties galloped out of the forest singing selections from RoseMarie!
Of course, I shared my Miller with them, and gladly, because I know
it's hard being a Mountie, especially if you're an alto. And so by the
time they polished off my Miller and said adieu, we were all fast friends.
One of them, in fact, let me slide down his hat.

*

*

*

We, lhe brewers of Miller High Life Beer and the sponsors of this colunm, are like the Mountiesin one resvect: we too always get our manthat is, if our man wants a beer that always makes it right-Miller High
Life, the Champagne of Beers!
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Lobo Swim Effect Against CSU
CAMPUS BRIEF§

Was Hampered by Colds, Injuries

By ANDY GARMEZY
Coaches don't like to make
excuses when they lose and UNM
swimming coach John Mechem is
no exception.
Mechem's swimmers had their
unbeaten dual meet record halted
at 7-0 Saturday by a loss to CSU
which surprised other WAC
swimming coaches.
The loss, however, did not
surprise Mechem. When your team
is composed of only 14 swimmers
and two divers, and then two of
your top swimmers come down
with strep throat and the flu and
another twists his ankle, the losses
can be felt.
The 66-4 7 score is deceiving as
to what really happened in the
meet. A slip on the starting block

Long's Records
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Lobo's Rick Klatt remains
undefeated in the 200-yard
freestyle event. A sophomore
music major from Escondido,
C a !if., Klatt holds the school
record in the event with a time of
1:45.2.

With four games
remaining in his basketball
career at UNM, Willie
Long is steadily
approaching the school
career scoring record.
Willie presently has
1439 points, only 98
behind Mel Daniels' mark
of 1537. He only has to
maintain a 25 point
average to break the
record. Willie has been
averaging 23,5 for the
season.
Long is also gunning to "'
break his own single pj
season record of 621, set
last year. To do so he must
score 102 more points this
season.

B

by Rick Klatt cost the Lobos a
first place in the 100-yard
freestyle. Klatt still placed fourth
in the event despite starting the
race a full body length behind the
other swimmers.
Strep throat and the flu also
took their toll on the Lobos.
Kevin Neilson, UNM's latest
addition from Australia, was
counted on to finish in the second
notch in both the 500 and
1000-yard freestyle. Neilson,
however, came down with a cold
several days before the meet,
causing his strength and

Lobos Close Home Stint
In Games With UW, CSU
The UNM basketball squad will
make its final home appearances
of the season this week when the
Lobos play host· to Colorado State
University Thursday and the
University of Wyoming on
Saturday.
Coach Bob King's Wolfpack
will be out to snap a four-game
losing streak in WAC play and
attempt to move out of seventh
place in the wild WAC
championship race. New Mexico is
now 3-7 in the league and 13-9
overall and with a little help could
move into sixth.
Colorado State comes to town
with a 6-6 league record and 14-9
overall while Wyoming goes
against Texas-El Paso Thursday
with a 5-7 and 9·13 record before
coming to Albuquerque.
For the second week in a row
New Mexico has lost a
heart-breaker on the road.
Saturday night the Lobos lost to
Texas-EI Paso 68-67 after holding
the lead with five seconds
remaining. The week before New
Mexico lost by two points to
Brigham Young in Provo-70-68.
Thursday's 8:05 p.m. contest
could center around the pivots on
the two teams. UNM's Willie
Long, the leading scorer in the
WAC, will face 6-9 Mike Childress
of CSU, the leading rebounder in
the conference. Both Long and
Childress set WAC records last
week as Long connected on 15
straight free throw attempts for a

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

Schwinn Continental
Wuh 100 m1lhon MORE Amer•cans 35 years from now, wh<n Will our k•ds: be rac.ng?
IF WE ACT NOW TO STOP POPULATION
GROWTH, we have a chance lor:
(a) fresh .::ur lo breathe, clean water to drmk
(b) ltfe m a world wilh w•ldhfe, Wilderness

IF WE 00 NOTHING (LET NATURE TAKE ITS
COURSE). •l's a sure bel we wJII get
{a) rncreased poUutJon and destruct1on or our
au', water, and SOli

(cJ a chance to use our tax mohey to IMPROVE
(bJ a chance to wAar 1'1 gas ma~k m our cilles (a
ou; medrcal, aducahonal, and socral serreahly m Tokyo today)
(cJ a world on a lreadmrll strugglrng to koep
vrces, mstead of paymg for more (not beltetJ
roads. schools. parkrng lots, hosp1tals. etc..
even, bul falhng farther behmd each day
rn a desperate sltuggle to keep up
·(d) rncreased rnurrnalronat tens rOM caused by
(d') world peace
competrlron for the ~Hlrlh's lrmrted resources
WHICH WORLD DO YOU WANT FOR YOUR CHII OREN? WHAT CAN YOU DO'NOW?

• 10 speed
derailleur gears

99.95

• Sports style
handlebars
• Dual-Position

caliper brake
levers

1970 model 25 in,
frClme brown

• Twin .. Stik 1M gearshift control>

(1) Drop out of tho numbers game. It you ha11e more than two k1ds, STOP. Better yel. try to lrmrl your
famrly to no more than :2 chrh1ren. Thrs rs the or'Jiy way we can slop populatron growth
(2) Jorn and support ZERO POPULATION GROWTH. and cas! your vote for a qualrty hfo ror everyone.

zero population growth
P. 0. Sox 14144 Albuquerque, N.M. 87111

performance to be sub-par and
giving the Lobos two third place
finishes instead of two second
places,
The flu also resulted in
co -captain Steve Craven's
performance being below his best.
A twisted ankle hampered
Dennis Anderson's swimming.
Anderson competed in the
200-yard backstroke and finisherl
second despite being able to kick
with only one leg.
As the Lobos started to fall
farther and farther behind because
(continued on page 7)

Limited number of these fine
bicycles available.
Spocia 125 in. frame size
accommodcrles men & women
over 5'1 011 tall

single game mark. Childress
snagged 24 rebounds in his two
games last week to break the WAC
career rebounding record. The
CSU center now has 371 rebounds
in his conference action.
Long's 33 points against UTEP
upped his scoring average in
league games to 25.7 and his
overall scoring average to 23.5,
Long's 518 point season total is
the fifth time a Lobo has gone
over the 500 point mark in the
history of the game at New
Mexico. Long set the single season
record at UNM last year with 621.
Colorado State split a two game
series at home last week defeating
Utah 101-88 behind the 27 points
of Rick Fisher but lost to Brigham
Young 98-92 in double overtime
despite the 37 points by Gl'orge
Price. Colorado State has never
lost a WA game to New Mexico
although the Rams have only been
in the league for a year and a half.
CSU won 79-62 in Fort Collins
and 64·57 ht>re last season plus
was on the long end of 79-71
count earlier this year in Fort
Collins.
The Rams hold a 22-7 lead in
the series that started back in
1941 with the Lobos last victory
over the Rams in the finals of the
Lobo Invitational 64-49 and that
was four years ago.
This late in the season the
lineups for both clubs shouldn't
change. Long and 6-7 Mike
Faulkner (12.1) will handle the
two inside positions with 6·•1
Harold Little (9.9) and 6-7 John
Johnson (11.2) at the wings. Petie
Gibson will be at the point with a
9.8 scoring average.
Colorado State will counter
with Fisher ( 18.5) and 6-7 Travis
Lackey (7.5) at the forwards and
Childress {16.2) at the post. The
guard line will be handled by Price
(12.0) and Bob Caton (9.3).
Wyoming also picked up a split
with the two Utah schools last
week defeating Brigham Young
78-72 but losing to Utah 83-79.
The win over BYU may have been
costly for coach Bill Strannigan.
The Cowboys leading scorer Willie
Roberson injured an ankle against
the Cougars and did not see action
against Utah. Monday Roberson
was still doubtful as a starter.
Roberson is averaging 20.1 points
per game and his absence could
really hurt the Cowboys.
If Roberson is out of the lineup
newcomer Franklyn Irvin (8.3)
will probably get the nod along
with Roy Wilson (11.7) at the
guards. With Rob!'rson out, Rod
Penner (8.1) and Steve Mountjoy
( 4.2) will be at the forwards with
Jerry Brucks at center with a 17.5
scoring average,
The Lo bos lost the first
meeting with Wyoming 74-59 in
what UNM Coach King called the
poorest game of the season for the
Lobos. The Pack could only
gather 25 rebounds in the game
with four players each pulling
down four.
Saturday's game with the
Cowboys, set fot· 8:05 p.m., will
be the final game in the Arena for
New Mexico's two seniors-Willie
Long and Petie Gibson.
The New Mexico freshmen will
complete thei!· schedule this week
mceLing Sandia Air Force Base
both Thursday and Saturday. The
Pups al'e now 11-8 fot the year
after losing to the U'l'EP Burros
60-5J- last weektmd. Bob Watkins
conbmws to lead the Pups in
scoring with a 19.5 average
followed by Mark Saiers at 17 .9.
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Bodin: Electronic Music
Helps Develop Creativity

Veterans

The Veterans Administration
Office in Albuquerque located at
500 Gold SW advises all eligible
veterans who have questions
about the procedures for
registration, certification or
receiving their checks to contact
their office. Call Max Woodall at
843-2262.

International Travel

Southwestern Spanish
Ruben Cobos, modern
languages professor, will speak on
Southwestern Spanish at the
Chicano Studies Center, 1815
Roma N.E., Feb. 23 at 7:30p.m.
The public is invited.

Viet Vets
The Vietnam Veterans Against
the War (VVAW) will meet Feb.
24 at 7:30 p.m. in the Union,
room 248. Representatives of all
third world organizations are
invited to attend.

Students planning to travel
abroad this summer are advised by
Pat Carroll of the Office of
International Programs and
U.S.P. Covrses
Services to apply early for an
The
Undergraduate Seminar
International Student ID Card.
Program
(U.S.P.) is requesting
Holders of the cards are entitled
petitions
student initiated
to discounts at theaters, museums, courses. for
T,he deadline for
shops etc. The card is available for submitting petitions is March 1.
one dollar from the Council on
interested in submitting
International Educational aStudents
petition
should come to the
Exchange, 777 United Nations U.S.P. office,
in the Honors
Plaza, New York, N.Y., 10017.
Center, and pick up a copy of
"Guidelines and Criteria for
Black Experience
Selection of U.S.P. Courses"
A presentation of songs, dance before trying to solicit student
and short skits to "relate the signatures or a commitment from
black experience in ·America" is an instructor.
being presented by the Uhuru
Sasu Dancers and Chorus.
Dorm Assistantships
• The dance troupe comprised of
Applications for undergraduate
UNM students and community assistantships in the women's
members will perform Feb. 26 at dorms may be picked up at the
8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall. Admission main desk of Santa Ana or
is $2, $1.50 and 50 cents for Hokona. Junior and seniors with a
children under 12.
2.8 g.p.a. are eligible. The

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c Per word, 20 word minimum Ul.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five o:r more eonaccutivc days with
no chn.nges the rate is reduced to 6c
per word nnd the minimum number a!
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
205, ~~;rternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pnyment mu.st be mnda in full prior to insertion or advertisement..

1)

PERSONALS

5)

WANT I•'l~MALB ROOMMAT~; to share 2
hl•rJroom, with rnrJJ<"t, .U mil2. drive to
UNl\t, no ])ds. 2Gii-5242 niter U :30.
2,'24

AQUARIU$-.U;T Tim SUN SHIN!~ IN
YOUR LIFE. l'ersonnlized introduction
serviee. J<'ind comvnnionship throu~h
Aquariun. lly nppoinlmcnt only. 266-3979,

2/23

TO WHOMEVEH borrowed my Sehurmarm
& Sholl C<>mmunl"t Chinn for l',J, Sci.
342-Ple:me retun1 it to Rm. 205 . . ournntism Bldg. or send it tb)'OUJ::h campus mail,
I need it back! Cynthirl Williams.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIBD ADS lnlL't
be -in by 3 p.m. w run l.hc following dny.

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND: YOUNG li(ALJo} IJLACK LABRADOUi no roltnr-in dorm nr(ln. CnU
265-250!. 212G
SHgP-COI.LIE PUPPY LOST by !o'oodway Tuesday. I,arge reward. 1413 B.
Grand N.E. 2/24
LOST: WOMAN'S WHJTg GOLD n~:N
HUS WATCH. Heward. Call 277-2759.
2/24
LOST: 810 REWARD !or white spinal
notebook or GeogrnJ>hy 332, 471 nnd
4Hl notes. Tt"d DuBois, 277-l'.i571. 2/2G.

SERVICES

3)

FOR SALE

196{; 1\IGB. ExeC'JI(Int condition, radial tires.
School forces salo. 299-2007. 2/25.
S NEW ZIG·ZAG SEWING MACHINES
with full factory guarantee. Nationally
advertized brand to be sold for $29 each.
Monthly payments available. United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo, open 9
to 9. 2/4

30 PORTABLE TV's. S30 to $60. 441
Wyoming N.E. 255-5987. 3/5
DA~lAGED STEREO CONSOLES. Those
consoles have walnut finish n.nd BSR turntables. These scll for $50 each. United
l•'rcight Snlro, 3020 San 1\lnteo. Open 0 to
9. 2/U
1069 YAMAHA 100cc. Good Condition.
$200 or best offer. Call 277-2969, 2/26

6)

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED-MEN OH WOMEN for parttime employment. No experiencl! ne<>dcd.
I•'or interview enll 266·3237 n£t.er 4
P.M. 2/

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

USED RECORD8-256-0205, This $2.50 ad
is n. rip off. Deb. 2i23
CREA TIVg MINDS! Thunderljird wants
;r•our best poetrg. fiction. nrt, and ph(}o.
tography for spring issue. Drodline April
1st. Room 205, Journalism building. 2/26

applications must be returned by
Feb. 26.

Evening of Guitar
A program featuring baroque
guitar and vihuela, flamenco,
12-string and folk-rock guitar
music will be presented Feb. 24
by the UNM Classical Guitar Assn.
Also on the program will be
classical guitar duets and solos by
Craig Dellk, Fritz Damler, Bill
Baker and Harper Kilian. On the
program are Hector Garci'a,
Luis Campos, Linda Hall Atilano
Valdez and Chuck Cutter.
The concert will be at 8;15
p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
Recital Hall. General admission is
$1; students, 50 cents.

Women Graduates
A meeting to discuss the special
problems of women graduate
students such as departmental
selection procedures, assistantship
and fellowship award procedures
and child care, will be F'eb. 25 at
8 p.m. in the Union, room 129.

Sweden's leading electronic
music composer, who has set up a
million dollar computer music
console in Stockholm-one of the
most advanced in the world, gave
a lecture-demonstration on
"Electronic Music and the
Computer" Feb. 18 in the Fine
Arts Center.
Lars Bodin explained the
equipment involved and some of
its complex functions. The
system, he said, is based on a
digital controller mechanism
which does the calculations of a
composition and leaves more time
for creativity.
"I believe the electronic system
is an excellent educational
experience as children could
develop creativity in
self-composition from th~
beginning of their learning," he
said.
Bodin showed slides of the
intricate system which resembled
a scene out of "2001," followed
by a composition with a variety of

sounds in a sharp range of high
and low frequencies.
An abstraction of poetry, "a
new dimension of the printed
page," was 11lso played, using a
non-existent language in an
artificial voice quality.
"Wide," one of Bodin's own
compositions, consisted of dialog
cut in small semantic pieces and
made into new sentences. Some of
the dialog consisted of such
expressions as "jellylike,"
"electronic shoes," and one voice
which faced with its expression of
"I feel. evaporated." The sequence
also included an echoing of voices,
a recurring southern accent and a
pounding rhythm. There was a
sprinkle . of laughter and a
generous applause from the some
2 0 0-member audience for this
piece.
From· UNM, Bodin will
continue his nationwide tour, paid
by a U.S. State Department grant
to the U nive.rsity of California.

Lobo Swim ....
(continued from page 6)
of sub-par performances Mechem
tried a bit of strategy that
backfired.
He sacrificed two first and a
second place finish by pulling Jak
Faunce from the 200-yard
butterfly and Steve Craven from
the 5 00-yard freestyle, and
inserting them on the Lobos
400-yard freestyle relay team with
the hope they could beat CSU's
team and win the meet.
CSU's relay team, which
finished seventh in the nationals
last year, won the event and the
meet with a time of 3:13.40, less
than two-tenths of a second ahead
of the Lobos.
During the Saturday
competition four records were set.
The Lobos set two school records
and the Rams set two new pool
marks.
The Lobo 400-yard medley
·relay team of Klatt, Bob Frank,
Greg Sudal and Craven, bettered
by three seconds the old mark in
the event with a time of 3:38.65.
Mark Combs, a freshman from
Arizona, set the school record in
the 200-yard individual medley
with a time of 2:02.33.
Unfortunately Combs ended up in
second place as CSU's All
American Rick Colley finished in
first with a new pool record of
2:01.70.
Ralph Hutton from CSU set the
other pool record with a 10:36.27
clocking in the 100-yard freestyle.

GOLDEN WOJlDS on n 3x12
Bumper Sti("kcr $1.00, copies 2Gc, red~
s.rrt>en. or white, (30 Jetter max.) .. T_he
Snide Co. Box 43. Route 1, Ulrun,
Waahinl!ton. 98230. 2/23

THEGLADIATO
A NEW FILM BY PETER WATKINS
GRAND PRIZE 1970 INTERNATIONAl
SCIENCE FICTION FILM FESTIVAL.

7:30 & 9:30

Mon. & Tue.
Theatre

SUB

IN lASTMANCOlOI:. A SAND«IWS FtLM N:OM NEW U/llf CINEMA

YCJUll

I

TRAVI~L, TRIPS, CHARJo;uropo. Orient, Around the
world. Write 8.'1'.0.1'. 21GOC Shattuck,
Bcrlteley, Cali!. 94704"4lr sec travel
n~tent. 2/23

STUDENT

'r.lms.

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming, tnught l1y n.rt-nnd-money'o{)riented
professionnl. I ,our cln.ss hours weekly,
n.rrnnged, 16 wee1ts. Dnrl<room, · fidd
trips, ~rJtiCJUCS. "l'nition 1Cf!.<J thnn t1NM,
dnss limited to eight. 265-2444 or 2067145 any time of d"y or night. Tell your
!ricnds. 2t23

CLASSIFIED
ADVER"fKSING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

1

RATESi 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per w~rd if some ad runs five or more consecutive times

LBATHI•m. SANDALS AND CLOTHI~S
oustom made. Phone 243·,1614. Low<St
Pt'iccs. 2/11.
d)

FORRENT

::W;;l::-L::-L-:T:::R::-A;-;D;::E;:'-ou-r----;b-e-=-nu:::;t;;if:::u;-1::::h:::o~
mountains for one nenr UN.M. 266-4024.
2/2li.

TWO MALES '1'0 SHAitE HENT o! 3
bedroom houfle nenr Carlisle nml Co·
rnnnche, 3603 Mt!ac:n]cro Ct. N.E.-....cornc
by anytime nfter 7 P.M. 2/23

5)

$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS:

Pay~ent must

be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

FORSALE

Rl':GJSTERED SIBERIAN PUPPIES. 12
Weeks old, with shots-chnmpion blood·
linc:J, make excellellt pets. 2/23

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING----

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

1!170 HONDA SL350 MOTOCROSS, 4000
miles, excellent condition. Ued, lug~:nge
l'ack other cxtriul. $690 negotiable. Offer
cxpitc:J .Mnrch 4. Cnll 2%·0620 nfter 8
P.M. 3/4
.
HI<:I,P I OUit FAMILY HAS OUTGROWN
1968 Austin Ucnly Sprite, radio, Bolt
top and tonneau. Call J,ynn 2Dp-82S2.
2/25
•
1069 Cll360 Hondn, leas tlmn 3800 mi\cs,
Like new $G50; llcll helmet, 71 taga m·
clttded. 842·6650 2/25.
·
COMPONBNT STEREO, feflltslic nim>Ji ..
fler, dun! Lttrntablo,· dun! elemc~t spc!'k·
era. College Inn, room_ no. 231;. 2/23 .
1064 SAA!l, J•]XCELLENT CONDITION.

$775. 898-3487, evenings, 2123

______

J,NVI llJ~LI, lJO'rTOM JEANS. You n ecd
1
't'm. We hnvc 'em. Lobo Men's SlOP;
2120 Contra! S.I-J. 243-6054 2/26

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1065. CAilll.I.AC . CONV~RTIHLE. I•'ull
)10WC'r, ir, llrC>mimn -wlntcwttll~. $1,500,
21\5-0347. 2/26
~
........ ~~.,·~-·---·~~-

.~~~~-
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is to ratify the existenc!'l of a system
whose methods it does not question.
Improving the working of a system
does not necessarily mean making it
more equitable or just. It may mean
only the in traduction of more
efficient techniques. The absence of
any voices but those of official
agencies and ISRAD staff members

editorial

ISRAD
Leaves Out
Everyone But ..

The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
withheld upon request. If a letter
is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name, plus
the name of the group,
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of The Lobo or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limi tatio11s.

Since the contract with LEAA has
not yet been signed, a perfect
opportunity is provided for. thorough
investigation of the project. Until
such an investigation has been made,
and the faculty has approved its
findings, the ISRAD project should
not be allowed to begin.
Peter Katel

NEW

i
\

;

Senate Democrats Urge
End to War by 1972

Tutoring

Drake Moreno, program coordinator for the tutoring program
displays materials that program members have accumulated. Ne~
students who are willing to tutor or teach parttime are being sought
for second semester.

Volunteers Needed /or Tutoring

ACl '{}, ~'.5
Tltc Grcrtt
DizJirlc
was indeed unfaithful. With
vengeance as her motive, and the
handsome archbishop at her side, she
quickly gathered a group of warriors
known as "TheCrusaders Against
Infidelity" to overthrow the
adulterous duke. A bloody civil war
dubbed "The War of the Graffiti"
ensued and the duke was handily
defeated.
Inner circles in Graf said in hushed
tones it was the duchess herself who
had caused the conflict by scrawling
the "graffitV'
With this glorious background the
thinking man would quickly realize
the true wisdom of the world lies not
in popular love novels or
symposiums on Air Force nursing
opportunities, but on bathroom
walls.
With this in mind I pillaged two
likely looking bathrooms
(recommended by an expert from
Brussels) which might hold
possibilities.
My first choice was the ill-lit

I

I

/

Photo by Bob Butler

lavatory in the Union, with the
rationale being that a college union is
typically a place where the free
exchange of ideas is not only
tolerated but encouraged. All
inscriptions were taken from stall
six, and please note the continuity of
the sexual statements. Almost all
controversial sentences were
answered by some equally
anonymous student.
-"So matter, fella; not getting
any?" Want some? Call blip after 3
p.m. and ask for Yolenda.
-I am greek also. I would love to
meet you and your greek friend.
Tuesdays and Thursdays are my free
days. Maybe you could name a date
where we could meet and see if we
dig each other.
But for a real example of the true
spectrum that graffiti encompasses
one must spend a day in the
subterranean john of Hodgen Hall. It
is within these ancient condemned
walls that one gets a look at graffiti
at its best. Through the years of
loving neglect, this room has
patiently borne the fruit of all the
geniuses and idiots who have
gathered knowledge in the
headquarters of the geography and
philosophy departments.
Politics
-LSD is Acid. LB,J is Dope.
-Lee Harvey Oswald, we need
you. Are you sure?
-We're only one shot away from
Agnew.
.
-Mickey Mouse wears a David
Cargo watch. Yes, he's a Democrat.
Now he wears an Andy Carter watch
.a11d he can't tell time.
Sex and Women
-Women of the world, unite!
Learn to P.ee standing up and liberate
yourselves from the toilet.
Just for Fun
~Don't bother to stand on the
seat. The crabs in this place jump 15
feet. This wall is in. it's fourth
printing. Anyone can piss on· th(!
w~l!s; it takes ~ hero to piss on the
ce~lmg.
·
Philosopl].y
-(Q) Hbw do you feel about·
Immanuel Kant? (A)' I prefer the
automatic.
.
-All western hemisphere drains
are by definition clockwise down.
-In the can it began; in the can it
s~all fall; asses men; you, I and all.

/

MEXICO

0

By JIM PENSIERO
I was sitting one fine day in my
predestined spot in the office when
who but the editor should stop by
for a chat.
She spoke quietly, like a Red
Cross nurse who falls hopelessly in
love with a condemned prisoner.
There were some rumors upstairs.
She had been tipped off that the
chief was about to shaft some cub
reporter unless he delivered
something toot sweet.
I took the rumor to heart and,
fearing that my livlihood would be
lost, I began searching for some
printable ideas. (C.C. is hereby
awarded four IQ points and a round
trip to the Stool Pigeon's Convention
in Dayton).
But sometimes even the added
incentive of a guillotine chasing you
down the street can't make you find
an idea. I searched through the dusty
stacks in the library, empty
classrooms, sewer lines and Zap
Comix and still no idea that would
make Cab Calloway stop crying
"Mammy" could be located. I finally
found a scoop in a bathroom while
relieving myself.
In a good bathroom (or a wall if
lighting is insufficient) one can view
and analyze a cross-section of
current opinion by the thinkers and
non-thinkers which populate a
particular area.
But before examining some of the
choicer phrases found on campus, a
short history of wall writing is in
order.
The first know examples of wall
writing can be traced back to the 12
century German, although some
earlier prototypes are believed to
exist.
In the tiny Duchy of Graf in
central Bavaria, a wall has been
carefully preserved bearing the
inscription, "The Duke has a
mistress." This was a very serious
complaint and the duke, being a
sensitive man, had the offenders
traced and executed. The duchess
meanwhile used the inscription itself
as an excuse to rid herself of the
physically boring duke and quickly
aligned herself with the true holder
of power, the archbishop, She
claimed the wall writing was
delivered by the Angel Gabriel,
upholding het belief that the Duke

!
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'Get Away From Me With That Filthy Stuff-You ... Socialist!!'

The proposal for the ISRAD study
of the Albuquerque and Bernalillo
County criminal justice system is
specific about cooperation with
courts, police and rehabilitation
agencies. The role· of the faculty and
students of UNM in the project is
described in one and a half
sentences.
Once the contract with the Justice
De_Partment's Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA) is
signed, faculty and citizen
organizations supposedly will be
contacted.
The ommissions are a clear
indication of ISRAD's attitude
toward those with the skills called
foJ," in such a project. And it is an
illustration of ISRAD 's estimation of
the community's importance in a
study of the criminal justice system.
The faculty and community
should have been contacted and
asked for help long before the
proposal for the investigation was
sent to the LEAA.
If faculty and graduate students
are asked to work on the study, they
will be in the position of conducting
research in a program whose purpose
and methods they had no say in
designing.
Or perhaps ISRAD has not
envisioned any role at all for faculty
m; students. The only examples of
work to be undertaken are among
others, the design of an offender
data information system and a study
of the possibility of merging the city
police and the county sheriff's
offices.
Such work could easily be
executed by a team of policemen
and there is no need for existing
campus talent.
With commissions and goals, the
ISRAD project begins to take on the
appearance of a study whose purpose

Lobo
Letter
Policy

in the devising of the project open
new areas of doubt. Will police
efficiency be rated higher than the
community's needs?
The University's connection with
a project whose proposed methods
and goals are, to put it mildly, open
to question, must be carefully
examined.

A child's formation of a good self-concept
is ~he main objective of the tu_torial program,
smd Drake Morene, coordmator of the
program.
"Most of these children do have a poor
self-concept. They've been failing in school
and some have been having a bad ho:rn:e life.
Unless a child has a favorable attitude
towards himself, he will never succeed in
school, work, in his whole life," Morene
said.
"A tutor must have the desire, perhaps
the ability, to relate to a child as an
individual, as a human being, not as a 'D'
student, a dumb kid or a potential problem
for society," Morene said.
Reading is the major problem for most of
the children, although tutors are needed for
every subject, Morene said.
The tutor is required to spend a minimum
of 45 minutes a week with the child. They

may choose the age, grade, sex and ethnic
group of the child they wish to help.
This semester many teaching aides are
offered to the tutor. Consultants having a
background in tutorial programs may be
called upon for help. A handbook gives the
new tutor ideas about what to expect and
how to approach the work. A library of
bool{s, games and other aides is open .for all
volunteers.
"We encourage the game approach to
learning. It seems to build the l'elationship.
Field trips are allowed with the parents'
permission. In fact, we encourage them,"
Morene said.
"Academics is only a minor part of the
program. The fact that someone cares is
emphasized. In fact, our motto is 'Tutoring
is Love.' That explains it all," Morene said.
Volunteers· for either program may
contact the tutoring program office.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - After two hours of bitter debate
Senate Democrats Tuesday adopted an unprecedented
resolution urging President Nixon to withdraw all U.S. forces
from Indochina before the end of 1972.
The 31-8 vote marked the first time that Senate
Democrats, as a group, have taken a position on the highly
divisive war issue.
The resolution has no legal standing nor is the party
position binding on any senator.
But it does pledge Senate Democrats in the 92nd Congress
to work ''to end the involvement in Indochina and to bring
about the withdrawal of all U.S. forces and the release of all
prisoners in a certain time."
Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott scoffed at the
resolution as too vague, with not enough attention to
prisoners- of- war and said it was written so that "all of the
presidential candidates can live with it."
"The purpose is constructive," Senate Democratic leader
Mike Mansfield said. "It is designed to be helpful to the
President in the situation he finds himself.
"It is not meant to bind the President's hands but to free
him from the manacles ... of the war," he added.
Mansfield said there would be no attempt "at this time" to
implement the resolution through legislation.
Mansfiel~ declined to name the senators who voted against
the resolutwn, but two, Sens. John G. Stenni~ (D-Miss.) and
Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.) identified themselves.
"It's Hatfield· McGovern all over again," Jackson said.
"You can't have a date certain and expect to bring the war to
a conclusion."
But Sen. Stuart Symington (D-Mo.) said it was incredible
to him that anyone would oppose that.
"All it says is we're going to work to get out as soon as we
can," Symington said.
Vilhen the Senate Democratic Policy committee approved
the resolution Monday, Mansfield said the deadline was the
end of the 92nd Congress. Those attending the closed-door
meeting said the setting of a deadline by which Nixon should
act highlighted much of the debate.
'The phrase "in a time certain" within the term of the 92nd
Congress was a compromise between those who wanted a
greater flexibility arid those who wanted to set a fixed
date-some as early as this summer.
As the Democrats were meeting, Sen. Charles Mathias,
(R-Md.) also proposed "establishment of a timetable for the
orderly withdrawal of all United States forces from
Indochina." His proposal does not carry a specific date.
Mathias said "The noble motives with which we came to
the aid of South Vietnam have long since been transformed
by black markets and brothels, defoliants and My Lai's."

Resolution Seeks ISRAD Study Suspension
FPC Meets Today to Settle LEAA Project Dispute
A resolution requesting suspension
of the ISRAD (LEAA) study of the
local criminal justice system
"pending investigation by
appropriate departments" will be
submitted to the Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC) today.
The resolution was drafted by
some 30 faculty members and
students yesterday. It asks the FPC
to halt the proposed project through
the University administration.
The faculty members from the
departments of political science,
e c anomies, philosophy, sociology,
geology, history, the College of
Nursing and the School of Law, were
called to the meeting by Roger
Anderson of the geology
department.
A number of faculty voiced
their objections to the ISRAD
program. Gilbert Merkx of the •
sociology department, quoted from a
September, 1968 document which
listed ISRAD 's procedures for
handling l'eseatch projects. "When
ISRAD is approached by .an outside
agency with a proposal to tmdertake
certain research or action program11
which would necessitate the addition
of professional staff."
The document reads, "The
following procedure is foreseen ...
The proposal would be circulated to
. Wednesday, February 24; 1971

appropriate academic deans and
department chairmen with a request
that interested faculty be
t'f' d .... "
1'd en11e
' 'The present case is the one
described in the document, and that
procedure was not followed" said
Merkx.
The contract for the $297,600
project has not been signed by the
University yet. The project is
designed to improve the functioning

of the criminal justice system of
Albuquerque and Bernalillo. The
LEAA is a branch of the Department
of Justice.
The proposed contract would run
18 months and provide for staffing
for a design and planning, setting up
demonstration projects and
evaluating the impact of innovations
in the criminal justice system.
Albuquerque is one of four cities
to be used in this experimental
program.

Money Battle Facing Senate Tonight
The Senate Finance Committee
last night gave ''do pass"
recommendations to bills totalling
over $12,000,, leaving Senate witp
less than $10,000 to allocate for the
remainder of the year.

were cut. Sen. Ken White, a Finance
Committee member, pointed out the
need to leave a contingency fund to
begin the next Senat~ session.
In addition, the committee gave.
"do not pass" recommendations to
The committee recommended bills totalling over $1600.
The "do pass'' recommendations
$12,409.. 31 to fund 11 projects and
campus organizations from the include $1100 to establish an office
ASUNM general fund of $22,000. If of consumer affairs which would
all the bills pass Senate tonight, search for student discounts in
student government will have products and services, and investigate
$9590.69 ,to allocate until elections student consumer grievances.
The committee also gave "do
this Spring.
pass'' recommendati.ons fot
The committee originally faced $2341.90 to Kiva Club; $2772 to
budget requests totalling over Native American Studies and
$27,000, but many of the requests $2455.41 to Chicano Studies.

Anderson said the program "is not
a :research project at all. It is part of
a plan from Washington." In a leaflet
explaining his view of the project,
Anderson drew a connection
between the ISRAD project and a
fedetal program to develop a
national system of information
about citizens, and a national police
force. Such a program involves, in
Anderson's words, "a serious
problem of infringement of
constitutional guarantees."
There was some dispute over
Anderson's emphasis on the civil
liberties aspect of the case: A Law
School professor wanted to stress
ISRAD's "neglect of due process"in
the resolution to the FPC, rather
than the possible violation of
constitutional guarantees.
Warren Wagar of the history
department said "There are really
three questions: procedure, whether
it's proper academic research and
wheth.er the proposed research is
iniquitous."
The FPC will meet at 4 p.m. at the
Medical School. Beth Hicks, of the
College of Nursing, an FPC member,
has had the question of the ISRAD
project placed on the agenda.
The meeting voted to send copies
of its resolution to several eampus
and community groups.
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